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Technologies designed for digital provenance, especially the Internet of Things (IoT) and
blockchain, may allow for security, transparency, and traceability in the global supply chain.
However, upstream nodes in the supply chain that work for large-scale production suppliers are
not considered. In addition, most IoT blockchain systems adopt an ID-based signature scheme
that may affect the efficiency of IoT devices. We propose using aggregate verification to improve
the security and efficiency of ID-based verification, reduce network traffic on the blockchain,
and transfer computing overhead to aggregator nodes. This paper implements a multi-layer
blockchain for Agriculture 4.0 supply chain management that has higher efficiency, effectiveness,
and security in comparison to conventional blockchains. We design a Multi-Layer Aggregate
Verification (MLAV) solution to improve supply chain management with IoT Blockchain for
Agriculture 4.0 through the following methods. First, we use a multi-layer IoT blockchain
system to reduce Ethereum gas fee. Second, we design an ID-based Aggregate Verification
scheme, thereby eliminating the certificate management cost in the traditional Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI) and reducing bandwidth and computation time requirements. Third, we
implement a three-layer blockchain infrastructure. In Layer 1, IoT devices sense and upload
data to the system’s database; in Layer 2, smart contracts execute aggregate ID-based signature
verification from IoT devices and upload the transactions to the private blockchain; in Layer 3,
a batch converts the layer 2 data and uploads its Merkle root to Ethereum, thereby reducing the
required gas fee.

1 Introduction

This paper is an extension of a work originally presented in BRAINS
2021 [1] that uses a multi-layer architecture designed to facilitate
smallholders in joining an agricultural blockchain infrastructure.
We use aggregate verification to solve the efficiency bottleneck of
ID-based signature verification. We also lay out the framework for
distributed supply chain management for access control with smart
contracts to allow the smallholder to gain access to loans.

With the ushering in of Agriculture 4.0, in recent years there
has been widespread adoption of technologies such as the Internet
of Things, big data, artificial intelligence, cloud computing, and re-
mote sensing [2]. Agriculture 4.0, also known as digital farming or
smart farming, has been brought about by combining telematics and
data management with known precision agriculture concepts. These
changes have improved the accuracy and practicality of farming
operations [3].

However, regarding data management, food safety, and quality
monitoring of the agricultural supply chain, Agriculture 4.0 still has

significant shortcomings. Particularly in the COVID-19 pandemic,
it is essential to prevent cross-contamination and food pathogen out-
breaks. The agricultural supply chain should have data transparency,
and there should exist a high level of traceability from source to
consumer. The World Government Summit in 2018 pointed out
that Agriculture 4.0 will need to focus on both the demand side
and the value chain (supply) side of the food equation to use tech-
nology to meet the real needs of the consumer and to re-engineer
the value chain [4]. The tamper-proof property and transparency
of blockchain technology allow it to meet these requirements effec-
tively. IoT Blockchain is highly suited for ensuring traceability and
consistency of information generated by IoT devices.

Large companies have already begun to adopt distributed supply
chain management systems with blockchain technology. In 2017,
Walmart established the Walmart Food Safety Center in Beijing
and invested US$25 million to use IBM’s blockchain solutions to
build a global food safety system [5] already tracking 1,500 items
on the supply chain blockchain in 2021. Proof of Concept (PoC)
and blockchain pilot projects have been established in the United
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States and China for two products: mango slices and fresh-cut pork
products [6]. The cost of supply chain management systems is very
high, and there are restrictions on their scalability; therefore, IoT
blockchain systems are only suited for large companies. We believe
that the benefits brought about by IoT Blockchain should serve
not only high-level large-scale food and agricultural suppliers but
also grassroots farmers and food producers in providing customized
platforms and advice. Blockchain is becoming ever-more democra-
tized and is decentralized in nature; it is therefore highly suited to
providing equal opportunity for traditionally disadvantaged entities.

Therefore, the contributions of this paper can be outlined as fol-
lows. An Agricultural Supply Chain Finance operational procedure
is created with smart contracts that define the rules and functions
of three types of nodes: farmer, distribution channel, and financial
institution. A corresponding IoT blockchain system is then designed
and implemented to record valuable data on both production activity
and order history of farmers. There are two types of IoT devices
in this system: farming sensors and mobile phones. The farming
sensor is a custom-designed piece of hardware that is used in an
agricultural setting; for mobile phones, a custom-designed Android
app is developed that connects to our IoT blockchain system. Batch
verification is leveraged by our IoT Blockchain system to increase
ID-based signature verification.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section
II, we summarize related works. In Section III, we discuss the
benefits of using our multi-layer blockchain. Section IV defines
and details the aggregate verification algorithm we use. In Section
V we describe the blockchain management framework and system
architecture. In Section VI, we propose the implementation and
evaluation. In Section VII, we have our conclusion.

2 Related Works

2.1 Distributed Ledger Technology

Distributed ledger technology (DLT) is a shared transaction ledger
technology that can store, distribute, and exchange certifications
publicly or privately between peer entities. In the context of the
blockchain, a distributed ledger records transactions between par-
ticipants and nodes. This data can be duplicated and synchronized
across decentralized peer-to-peer networks with consensus algo-
rithms. DLT may then facilitate the flow of information between
nodes and help to resolve inefficiencies relating to information
asymmetry[7] [8].

Blockchain technology is a specific type of DLT that was de-
veloped in 2008 for the implementation of the cryptocurrency Bit-
coin [9]. In the Bitcoin network, by leveraging the Proof of Work
(PoW) consensus mechanism, blocks are added to a linearly grow-
ing, chronologically ordered blockchain. Each block contains the
timestamp, transaction data, and hash value of the previous block.

2.2 Ethereum Layer 2 and Smart Contract

Our platform uses the Ethereum blockchain, an open-source, pub-
lic blockchain structured around a decentralized Ethereum Virtual
Machine (EVM) that may process smart contracts [10]. Data agree-
ments are reached via the Proof of Work consensus algorithm.

Ethereum 2.0 is expected to switch to the Proof of Stake (PoS)
consensus algorithm, which may significantly reduce computa-
tional resources wasted during mining and prevent attacks from
application-specific integrated circuits (ASIC) [11]. In addition,
Ethereum layer-2 technologies such as Arbitrum could collect trans-
actions off-chain and batch it on-chain, scaling up transaction speed,
improving privacy, and holding EVM compatibility by using Arbi-
trum Virtual Machine (AVM), all while still benefiting from layer-1
security [12].

The concept of smart contracts was first proposed in [13]. Its
original idea was centered around a ”computerized transaction pro-
tocol that executes the terms of a contract.” Developers began in-
tegrating this innovative concept into the blockchain environment.
The idea of a smart contract has become ”executable code that runs
on top of the blockchain to facilitate, execute, and enforce an agree-
ment between untrusted parties without the involvement of a trusted
third party” [14].

2.3 IoT Blockchain in Agriculture 4.0

IoT Blockchain is a new technology that integrates the Internet
of Things with blockchain technology. It features the following
advantages [15] in Agriculture 4.0:

• Transparency for participating companies [16]: New levels of
transparency and visibility are essential for improving prod-
uct traceability and ensuring product authenticity and legality
[17, 18].

• Food safety and quality monitoring [19]: A real-time food
tracking system built on blockchain technology provides an
information platform that enables all supply chain members to
access all information, thereby providing openness, neutrality,
and reliability for the food supply chain[20].

• Promoting the digitization and disintermediation of the sup-
ply chain: Blockchain reduces verification and transaction
costs by eliminating intermediaries [21]. By replacing trade
financing (banks acting as financial intermediaries) with a
blockchain platform, processing time may be reduced from
between 7 and 10 days to between 1 and 4 hours [22].

• Improving data security of information sharing: Centralized
databases may be prone to data loss or have data that is diffi-
cult to retrieve [23]. All data in the blockchain is immutable
because the order of transactions is stored in chronological
blocks and broadcast to all nodes [24]. The stored data is
tamper-proof because updating and deleting of transactions is
determined by the consensus mechanism[25, 26].

• Agricultural Finance: Blockchain technology can implement
fast, real-time payments for agricultural financial services
that increase cash flow and working capital while reducing
transaction costs and risks [27].

Ethereum is the first Turing-complete blockchain framework
that enables smart contract integration [10]; given enough time and
memory as well as the necessary instructions, smart contracts can
solve any computational problem no matter the complexity. There
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are numerous advantages of smart contracts on the blockchain over
traditional contracts.

• The content of the contract is open-source, transparent, and
tamper-proof. The immutable smart contract code is guaran-
teed to execute, which reduces the occurrence of fraud.

• Higher efficiency: using a programming language, there are
almost no misunderstandings or disputes, and consensus may
easily be reached.

• No third-party arbitration is required. The system automati-
cally executes according to the smart contract, thereby reduc-
ing time and verification costs.

2.4 IoT Blockchain

Massive amounts of data are generated from IoT devices and stored
in the cloud. It is also an emerging security concern. Blockchain-
based IoT systems might solve this security problem in distributed
infrastructure [28]. The user could integrate with PKI to access
data from IoT devices and interact with blockchain miner nodes to
keep track of every transaction on chain [29]. In [30], the author
introduce multi-layered network architecture by defining the IoT
device layer, router layer, cloud compute layer, offers an authenti-
cation framework, and reducing IoT network burden also improves
transaction throughput and security.

2.5 Supply Chain Finance

This research focuses on the agricultural supply chain, which is
highly competitive. Large-scale downstream enterprises hold an
advantageous position. They place heavy requirements on upstream
suppliers for purchases, prices, and payment conditions, causing
massive pressure on upstream suppliers. Most of these upstream
suppliers are small-scale enterprises or farmers; it is difficult for
suppliers to obtain loans from financial institutions, resulting in
limited funding for upstream entities. A new set of modes has
been developed to solve this problem: Agricultural Supply Chain
Finance. Agricultural Supply Chain Finance is a proposed frame-
work for financial support for upstream suppliers that promotes
the establishment of long-term strategic, synergistic relationships
between upstream suppliers and major distributors and improves
the competitiveness of the entire agricultural supply chain.

The lack of mutual trust in the agricultural supply chain stems
from one primary source: agricultural production suppliers rarely
keep financial records. Since most agricultural operations are tax-
exempt, farmers neither pay taxes nor report taxes. Therefore, most
farms in Taiwan do not have records of either production or sales.
As a result, when applying for loans from financial institutions, it
is difficult for these agricultural production suppliers to provide
sufficient financial data; coupling this with the lack of sufficient
existing credit information, financial institutions are often unwilling
to lend to these suppliers.

2.6 Aggregate Verification

Aggregate verification is a computationally efficient method for
verifying a large number of digital signatures quickly. It is more

computationally efficient than individual verification of each signa-
ture. With large quantities of data rapidly generated by a variable
number of IoT devices, we adopt an aggregate verification method
that may be used even in cases of high traffic in the network.

Among the most important considerations in implementing
blockchain technology is the measurement of time between up-
loading data and attaining immutability (confirmation time). For
systems with a large number of nodes frequently generating new
data, aggregate verification may be implemented to efficiently ver-
ify many signatures simultaneously in one action [31]. One such
example of this form of implementation may be in IoT devices
which require periodic firmware and software updates. In this case,
aggregate verification may be implemented for future-proofing the
devices by evolving to internet threats, fixing functionality by re-
leasing firmware updates [32]. Upon release of updated firmware,
a group of distributed IoT devices may have an update securely
and remotely installed automatically rather than being individually,
manually installed by the owner of each device.

In the case of immediate verification of items uploaded to the
blockchain, some blockchains may choose to require fewer block
confirmations for signature verification, thereby compromising se-
curity [33]. Therefore, in addition to the aggregate verification case
described above, a new aggregate verification application has been
proposed in [31] in which a system may need to verify a smaller
number of signatures with high efficiency and minimized confirma-
tion time. For example, an IP camera surveillance system may have
cameras with a framerate of 15 FPS, with each device generating ap-
proximately 1.25 million images in one day. Digital signatures may
be used to quickly verify large amounts of pictures and uploaded to
the blockchain in large clusters.

3 Benefits of Multi-Layer Blockchain
This section describes the advantages of using our multi-layer
blockchain on the system level and on the framework level.

3.1 Multi-Layer Blockchain System

With the application of blockchain technology in the supply chain,
corporations and large upstream manufacturers simplify collecting
information and production-related data for all transactions in the
supply chain (e.g. IBM’s global food safety system), assisting in-
stitutions in strengthening risk management and control. However,
the disadvantaged small upstream producers do not benefit from
blockchain technology. Low-income smallholders who operate
without a working contract are among the highest upstream entities
in the agricultural supply chain; they and the information related to
their production activities are essentially nonexistent or anonymous
on the supply chain. As participants in the supply chain, they have
limited or no access to the information in the blockchain system.

Following our previous work [1], we create a platform to facili-
tate these small upstream entities in joining the blockchain system;
the overview of our platform is shown in Fig. 1. We propose the Cer-
tificateless verification process on a client node based on aggregate
verification, identity-based cryptography, and zero-knowledge cryp-
tography, which resolves the critical escrow problem and secures the
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proof. The Key Generation Center (KGC) constructs only the partial
private key of the IoT device. The IoT device generates the entire
private key by choosing a piece of secret information and combining
it with the partial private key constructed by the KGC. The system
parameters published by KGC compute the corresponding public
key of the IoT device, and the IoT’s secret information is chosen by
itself. In addition to our multi-layer platform, we also develop an
Android app. The outermost layer of our platform is the Database
layer which allows app users to record and read production-related
data. The Database layer also provides storage for IoT-generated
data for large manufacturers. In order to ensure the tamper-proof
property and connectivity of all product information, the Small-
holder Node and the Aggregator Node upload information to the
Quorum chain in the form of a hash. As Quorum is a permissioned
blockchain and lacks information transparency, the data is then up-
loaded to Ethereum for public access [34]. In order to reduce the
gas fee and increase the blockchain recording rate in Ethereum, we
convert the data for each product unit into Merkle tree format and
only upload the Merkle root on Ethereum. The detailed technical
process description may be found in Section V.

Figure 1: Multi-layer Platform: Blockchain View

3.2 Supply Chain Management Framework Based On
Smart Contracts

When operating blockchain-based supply chains, the blockchain
system must define a set of rules to determine the roles, responsi-
bilities and read-write permissions of participants, which involves
maintaining a distributed, authenticated, and synchronized ledger of
transactions [35, 36]. Traceable transactions with roles could ensure
the stability of the supply chain system [36].

Our supply chain framework is designed to benefit smallholders
equally; a blockchain system with smart contracts clearly defines
the different rules, responsibilities, and relations of the three types
of nodes: Upstream Producer, Financial Institution, and Distribution
Channel. The detailed operation process description may be found
in ”Operation Procedure” in Section V.

With the multi-layer blockchain framework, small upstream
entities may upload to the blockchain and access their production
activity records, contracts, and transaction records while also solv-
ing the largest hurdle: financing. In the past, due to factors such
as low fixed assets, low equivalent collateral, and no access to per-
sonal financial information, it has proven difficult for smallholders
to gain the trust of financial institutions or to obtain any form of

funding channel. Through the application of IoT Blockchain, the
upstream producer’s production activity data and historical order
information may be provided to third-party entities for evaluation.
This ultimately provides a means by which they may gain trust and
become eligible for loans from financial institutions.

Blockchain is increasingly being viewed as a viable solution for
alleviating the complexity of global supply chains [20, 37]. The
solutions we provide may also be applied to international trade
and global supply chains. Addressing the eight technical and non-
technical challenges summarized by the OECD [38], our implemen-
tation framework and blockchain system may realize the goal of
both Inclusion of Informal Actors and Governance.

4 Verification Process
This section presents the details of our verification process on a
client node (farmer node or aggregator node) based on aggregate
verification, identity-based cryptography, and zero-knowledge cryp-
tography. The aggregator node scheme includes system setup and
registration phases, data uploading procedure, aggregate verification,
and performance simulation.

4.1 Aggregator Node

Smallholders only need to upload a few pictures and messages to
the chain; there is no real-time requirement, and they do not need to
consider its writing efficiency or computational cost. Smallholders
may register as a client node and perform write/read operations to
the blockchain through our Android app.

For large suppliers (such as central kitchen) nodes, one node
may have hundreds of IoT devices operating simultaneously, with
huge amounts and multiple types of complex data simultaneously
uploading to the chain; special consideration must be made for
throughput, security, and the tamper-proof property.

Therefore, we design an aggregator node; IoT devices are not di-
rectly connected to the blockchain but send messages and signatures
to an aggregator node which is a relay device that holds powerful
computing resources for the network. After executing aggregate
verification, the aggregator node then uploads the data to the chain.
The advantages of using an aggregator node include:

• Reducing computational cost: IoT devices have limited com-
puting resources, and many devices that use batteries have
power restrictions. Therefore, we place energy-consuming
operations (uploading procedure) on the aggregator node after
centralizing the signature and message to ensure durability in
IoT device operations.

• Meet real-time requirements: The message may be quickly
uploaded to the chain after aggregate verification, avoiding
the possibility of human tampering.

4.2 System Setup and Registration

When an IoT device or a client node (aggregator or farmer) first
enters the system, the System Setup and Registration processes are
executed. According to the aforementioned multi-layer architecture,
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data uploading to the chain takes place on Layer 2: Quorum. A Quo-
rum chain is a consortium blockchain; its implementation includes
an identity-based signature scheme (IBS). A short public identifier
such as an IoT device’s MAC address may be used as a verification
key. The following system parameters are defined in a tuple: (q,
P, G1, G2, e) [39]. The notations and parameters throughout this
paper are listed in Table 1.

Table 1: Notation and Parameters

Notation Description
RID Real Identity of the device

q Prime order
P Generator of G1

G1 Additive group of q
G2 Multiplicative group with same order as G1
e G1 x G1→ G2, a bilinear mapping

h() One-way hash function like SHA3-256
H1() MapToPoint hash function H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1

⊕ Exclusive or
DM IoT device
MT Model type
Chk Checksum generated by SHA3-256

BT seed BitTorrent seed of the data

Next, the IBS selects two randomly generated numbers c1 and
c2 as a pair of secret master keys and generates their corresponding
public keys PKMAC1 and PKMAC2 as follows:

c1, c2 ∈ Z∗q
PKMAC1 = c1 × P

PKMAC2 = c2 × P

(1)

The following hash functions are formed [40]:

h : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1} f

H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G1
(2)

The system publishes <q, P, G1, G2, e, h, H1, PKMAC1,
PKMAC2>.

Upon entry of an IoT device or a client node, our platform must
also execute a key generation procedure. The Hardware Security
Module (HSM) stores system parameters c1, c2 and generates the
pseudo-identity and its corresponding public and private keys for
the client node by executing the following three procedures.

• Identity Authentication: Each device must first input <RID,
fp, or pw> where RID refers to the real ID of the farmer, fp
refers to fingerprint, and pw refers to password. This step is
necessary for activating the device’s HSM.

• Sub-Identity Calculation: HSM selects t ∈ Z∗q and computes
the first sub-identity S ID1 = tP ∈ G1 as well as the second
sub-identity S ID2 = RID ⊕ H1(t × c1 × PKMAC2).

• Key Calculation: To finish the procedure, HSM calculates
the corresponding private key PrK1 = c1 × S ID1, PrK2 =

c2 × H1(S ID1 ⊕ S ID2). After Identity Authentication, Sub-
Identity Calculation, and Key Calculation procedures have

been executed, HSM outputs <ID = (SID1, SID2), PrK =

(PrK1, PrK2)>.

After Identity Authentication, Sub-Identity Calculation, and Key
Calculation procedures have been executed, HSM outputs <ID =

(SID1, SID2), PrK = (PrK1, PrK2)>.

4.3 Data Uploading Procedure

IoT device D uses off-chain programs to download device infor-
mation DM from BT seed, and computes DM’s checksum. IoT
device D uploads new data to an aggregator node according to the
following procedure.

• D prepares device DM and retrieves model type MT

• DM collects data, recording TimeStamp and checksum Chk
generated by h(DM).

• D stores data into a peer-to-peer file sharing system such as
BitTorrent or IPFS while also acquiring the BT seed of DM.

• D provides a signature as follows:

v← h(ID ‖ MT ‖ TimeS tamp)
w← h(ID ‖ Chk ‖ BT seed)

σD = (v × PrK1) + (w × PrK2)
(3)

Finally, D sends <ID, MT, TimeStamp, Chk, BT seed, σD > to the
aggregator node. The aggregator node then performs aggregate veri-
fication. The smart contract checks the validity of the aggregator’s
signature; if correct, the smart contract records (MT, TimeStamp,
Chk, BT seed) onto the blockchain.

4.4 Aggregate Verification

In our implementation of aggregate verification, we apply a new
signature verification method that allows for superior efficiency
and zero-knowledge proof. The algorithm for verifying the signa-
ture is proposed in Algorithm 1. An aggregator node receives a
new transaction sent from D in the following format: <ID, MT,
TimeStamp, Chk, BT seed, σD >, and the aggregator node can
then verify the signature σD with the following equation [32]:
e(σD, P) ?

= e(v ·S ID1, PKMAC1) ·e(w ·H1(S ID1⊕S ID2), PKMAC2),
where e is the bilinear mapping function [40] as in Table 1. The
verification procedure is shown below:

e(σD, P)

= e(v · PrK1 + w · PrK2, P)

= e(v · PrK1, P) · e(w · PrK2, P)

= e(v · c1 · S ID1, P) · e(w · c2 · H1(S ID1 ⊕ S ID2), P)

= e
(
v · S ID1, c1 · P

)
· e

(
w · H1(S ID1 ⊕ S ID2), c2 · P

)
= e

(
v · S ID1, PKMAC1

)
· e

(
w · H1(S ID1 ⊕ S ID2), PKMAC2

)
(4)
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Algorithm 1: Verify the signature D
Data: <ID, MT, TimeStamp, Chk, BT seed, σD >

Result: true or f alse
if e(σD, P) ==

e(v · S ID1, PKMAC1) · e(w · H1(S ID1 ⊕ S ID2), PKMAC2)
then

if Chk of DM is correct then
upload hash of BT seed on the blockchain;
return true;

else
return f alse;

else
return f alse;

In the case that an aggregator node receives a large quantity
of new data in a short time period, the aggregator node must
verify multiple or numerous signatures. Under these circum-
stances, aggregate verification is applied as shown below. Let
us suppose that n distinct transactions must be verified. Each
transaction is denoted as < MTn, TimeStampn, Chkn, BT seedn,
σn

D > . The aggregator node can perform aggregate verification

on all signatures with the following calculation: e(
∑n

i=1 σ
i, P) ?

=

e(
∑n

i=1 vi ·S IDi
1, PKMAC1) ·e(

∑n
i=1 wi ·H1(S IDi

1⊕S IDii2), PKMAC2).
The verification procedure is shown below:

e
( n∑

i=1

σi, P
)

= e
( n∑

i=1

(vi · PrKi
1 + wi · PrKi

2), P
)

= e
( n∑

i=1

(vi · Prki
1, P) · e(

n∑
i=1

(wi · PrKi
2), P

)
= e

( n∑
i=1

(vi · c1 · S IDi
1, P) · e(

n∑
i=1

wi · c2 · H1(S IDi
1 ⊕ S IDi

2), P)
)

= e
( n∑

i=1

vi · S IDi
1, c1 · P

)
· e

( n∑
i=1

wi · H1(S IDi
1 ⊕ S IDi

2), c2 · P
)

= e
( n∑

i=1

vi · S IDi
1, PKMAC1

)
· e

( n∑
i=1

wi · H1(S IDi
1 ⊕ S IDi

2), PKMAC2
)

(5)

4.5 Performance Simulation

We evaluate the performance of aggregate verification and other
cases presented [41]. Cases 1-5 consist of two types of operations:
the first is response from a verification node to a requesting node
(R1). The second is the response from a response node to a request-
ing node (R2). R1 is then divided into two sub-cases (Case 1 and
Case 2), while R2 is similarly separated into Case 3, Case 4, and
Case 5. Each case depends on the type of response node which
receives the version-check request message sent from the requesting
node. Their proposed blockchain scheme has five different operation
cases:

• Case 1: an IoT device sends a request to a verification node
that has the newest data to verify whether its data is the
newest.

• Case 2: an IoT device sends a request to a verification node
that has the newest data to confirm its data is old and then
downloads the newest data.

• Case 3: an IoT device first asks its neighbor IoT device to
verify the data version and then verifies whether it has the
newest data.

• Case 4: an IoT device first asks its neighbor IoT device to
verify whether the data has a newer version and sends a down-
load request to a verification node if it does not have the
newest data.

• Case 5: an IoT device broadcasts a join verification message
to a blockchain network to ask other nodes to join the verifi-
cation process to check whether the data version of a device
is equal to that of its neighbor node.

We define the cost of cryptographic operations required for each
verification procedure. The parameters in Table 1 let S be the time
of scalar multiplication in G1, P the time of bilinear pairing opera-
tion, and the time of MapToPoint hash operation is H. The pairing
operation is the most time-consuming of those operations. We only
consider these operations, which determine the speed of signature
verification, omitting all other procedures such as one-way hash and
point addition.

We use parameter size selection for the elliptic curve cryptog-
raphy scheme [42] to ensure a security level of the 1024-bit RSA
algorithm as a benchmark. G is an additive cyclic group of order q
(160-bit prime number) on the elliptic curve, and P is the generator
of G. The processing time of Tate pairing on an MNT curve with an
80-bit security level, 160-bit q, and embedding degree k=6 running
on an Intel i7 3.07 GHz machine in experiment [43]. Table 2 shows
the symbol and execution time in milliseconds.

Table 2: Symbols and Execution Time

Symbol Description Execution Time
P Bilinear pairing operation 3.25
S Scalar multiplication 0.41
H MapToPoint hash operation 0.13

Table 3: The Comparison of Operations

Case Operations
Case1 2S + 1P
Case2 2S + 1P
Case3 5S + 3P
Case4 5S + 3P
Case5 6H + 3S + 2P

Our scheme 2H + 3S

Our computational cost-performance comparison and overhead
are shown in Fig. 2. In our scheme, there are five components (RID,
q, P, G1, and e) that are passed into the smart contract for updating
the data. Next, we explain the update message calculation of Case
1 to Case 5 based on [41], which requires more operations than in
Case 1; Case 2 includes two decryption operations and one verifica-
tion operation. The time in Case 3 and Case 4 to process n messages
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in five decryption and three verification processes. In Case 5, the
data is considered verified if the original verification is confirmed by
other nodes; this is done via a six-block confirmation with PoW con-
sensus. The request nodes need to receive six verification messages
from other blockchain nodes to confirm the integrity of the data. As
a result, the total computational cost is three decryption operations,
two verification operations, and six ECDSA verifications.

Figure 2: Computation Ratio

5 Management Framework and System
Architecture

This section will focus on our blockchain management framework
operation procedure and the details of our system architecture. Tra-
ditional paper contracts are replaced with smart contracts in the
practical process of smallholder agricultural supply chain finance.
We digitize the loan application and the information that may prove
an upstream producer can reimburse the lender (operational plans,
historical transaction records, agricultural production status, cur-
rent delivery schedule, etc.) and upload this information to the
blockchain system. We describe the relationship of the three layers
that compose the system architecture.

5.1 Objects and Nodes

There are three main roles: 1. Smallholder (loan applicant) 2. Agri-
cultural financial institution (lending institution) 3. Distribution
channel (supermarket or hypermarket)

There are two separate procedures for signing the transaction
contract and for the payment verification by the distribution chan-
nel: I. The buyer (distribution channel) and the seller (smallholder)
sign a smart contract and upload it to Ethereum. II. Smallholders
supply to large distributors. After the distribution channels confirm
acceptance, they upload the acceptance records to the blockchain.
The distribution channel regularly settles the sales volume and pays
the smallholders, and at the same time, the sales volume data and
payment information are uploaded to the blockchain. An order is
not complete until the final payment has been processed.

5.2 Operation Procedure

The operation structure is shown in Fig. 3. The distribution channel
(DC) first signs a contract with the smallholder through a smart
contract and uploads it to the blockchain after a certain number of
parties confirm its correctness. The smallholder must provide other
information to financial institutions that may prove their ability to
repay the loan, such as business plan books, historical transaction
records, and agricultural production conditions to the agricultural
financial institution (AFI). After the AFI confirms eligibility and
approves the loan, the smallholder begins production. If the DC has
paid the deposit, the deposit is then transferred to the smallholder’s
account in the AFI.

While the smallholder grows crops, production status is regu-
larly uploaded to the blockchain through IoT devices for inspection
by AFI and DC. For example, at the i’th production checkpoint,
the IoT device uploads photos of the production progress to the
blockchain via aggregate verification. Therefore, AFI can make
phase i payment to the smallholder based on the production progress
ledger. If the photos of the production status do not meet the mark
and the smallholder cannot complete production on time, the AFI
will recover the funds.

After the smallholder has completed production, they will up-
load the supply orders to the system when they deliver the produce
to the DC. After the DC accepts the produce, the supply orders
are uploaded to the blockchain to complete the acceptance of pro-
duce. Finally, the AFI makes the final payment to the smallholder,
deducting interest and handling fees of the loan according to the pre-
vious production progress account book, and settles the remaining
receivables.

On our agricultural supply chain blockchain financing platform,
all kinds of transaction contracts, supply documents, and production
activities are recorded in the blockchain system to allow for agricul-
tural production and sales activities to be transparent and immutable.
Relevant information from farmers stored in the blockchain system
also proves their repayment ability, providing them with credentials
for loans.

5.3 System Architecture

Fig. 4 shows the architecture of the blockchain system for the pro-
posed financing platform. We choose Ethereum as our blockchain
system because smart contract functionality is built-in. As shown
in the user group located at the bottom of Fig. 4, the IoT device
uploads new photos over a set interval. The original data is stored
in the database while the following hash value is uploaded to the
blockchain: <ID, CT, TimeStamp, Chk, BT seed, σF >. Other
data such as transaction contracts, supply records, and sales records
are uploaded to the blockchain in smart contracts. After applying
for permission, distribution channels may confirm contract informa-
tion through the Inspection API. Agricultural financial institutions
and agricultural loan reviewing entities may also view the field of
agricultural product production materials and inspection documents.
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Figure 3: Operation Procedure

Figure 4: System Architecture

6 Implementation
Layer 2 is built on Quorum (version 2.7.0) with a modified version
of the RAFT consensus mechanism [44]. It was initially built on
three nodes in different data centers, where each node has 2GB of
memory. In addition to fast handling and verification of transactions,
this blockchain system must also support frequent on-chain data
and contract status queries. Therefore, according to our evaluation
results, the on-chain data must be stored in an SSD with at least
5000 read and write IOPS to handle more than 1,000 transactions
and queries per second.

In the current situation, each node requires about 10 GB of disk
space; it may also be stored in RAM when there is a backup power
supply, but the cost is higher. Regarding the parameter settings
of the blockchain, to avoid frequent retransmission of transactions

between nodes, we set both global slots and global queue block
numbers to 76798.

The need for a cheap and easy-to-manufacture device to monitor
crops from a close range has arisen from a lack of availability of
sensors suited for camera monitoring that have environmental re-
sistance. Most smart farming IoT sensors do not employ the use of
cameras. We create a new smart farming IoT device with a simple
but robust design that may allow for crop monitoring using a mini-
spherical camera: Hi3516CV300 with auto-zoom lens (3x optical
zoom) *PTZ 355 degrees left and right, 90 degrees up and down.
The camera is mounted to the top of a 1m x 1m x 1m transparent
plastic box that crops can grow in.

Our IoT devices include (1) Wireless temperature and humid-
ity sensing devices: measure temperatures ranging from -50C to
120C, and Humidity measurements ranging from 0 percent to 100
percent.; (2) 2.4GHz wireless sensing control device; (3) Weighing
transducer: the force or mass is converted into a measurable elec-
trical signal, and the detected weight data is uploaded to the cloud
platform through the communication device; (4) Carbon monoxide
temperature and humidity sensor (with routing function): Carbon
dioxide sensing range: 400 10,000ppm; (5) The above-mentioned
camera mount.

The number of transactions per month is shown in Fig. 5. In
the case of high transaction volume in the future, it is necessary to
adjust the data ratio of each layer of the LevelDB database and use
batch parallel reading to increase the access efficiency of the SSD.
In addition, to accelerate smart contracts, we also need to rewrite
and compile Quorum to use evmos.
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Figure 5: 2018/01 - 2020/12 Number of Transactions

7 Conclusion
In this paper, we propose secured MLAV for an IoT Blockchain
architecture. We implement a high-efficiency and high-security
agriculture 4.0 framework to allow for smallholders to join the
agricultural supply chain blockchain. First, we create the Agricul-
tural Supply Chain Finance operational structure and corresponding
smart contracts which define the rules and stipulate the responsibili-
ties and read and write permissions of the three types of nodes in the
network (farmers, distribution channels, and financial institutions);
second, we design an IoT blockchain system and an IoT camera
sensor that allows for upstream producers’ production activity data
and historical order information to be uploaded to the blockchain.
This data will provide guarantees to help them gain trust and qualify
for loans from financial institutions; third, through aggregate verifi-
cation technology, we successfully allow for multiple IoT devices
to upload large amounts of data to the blockchain system in a short
time. To guarantee security, smallholders can join the blockchain
network with high efficiency, high transaction speed, and ID-based
signature verification. Through the application of IoT Blockchain,
the upstream producer’s production activity data and historical order
information may be provided to third party entities for evaluation.
This ultimately provides a means by which they may gain trust and
become eligible for loans from financial institutions.

7.1 Future Work

This paper provides a framework for securely and efficiently gen-
erating and storing data on a novel IoT blockchain system in an
agricultural supply chain setting. Future work on this research may
detail different application scenarios of our IoT blockchain frame-
work in both agricultural and non-agricultural settings. The supply
chain considerations, the corresponding smart contracts, and the
Operation Procedure in Fig. 3 would need to be changed to fit the
application scenario accordingly; however, the IoT blockchain in-
frastructure and batch verification algorithm may require little to no
altering. In addition, future work could focus further on blockchain
oracle implementations that allow for guided decisions based on
automatic data analysis. An example application scenario in an
agricultural setting could be in using our IoT sensor for monitoring
of insects on crops. This may hold valuable implications in defining
a crop’s organic status because in many regions, in order to attain
organic status, it must be ensured that insecticides were not used.

The number of insects and the type of insects on crops may indicate
whether insecticides were used, and therefore confirm the organic
status of the crop.
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